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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 82 
Two messages have been modeled in the MRM-TDS domain. A mapping node is being 
used to map the input message to the output message. One of the fields of the output 
message must contain a count of the number of "gline" fields in the input message 
"AddressMessage". Which XPath expression can be used in the mapping editor to 
compute the value of this output field? 

A. $count($source/addressMessage/gLine)  
B. fncount($source/addressMessage/gLine) 
C. fncount($source_1/addressMessage/gLine) 
D. cardinality($source_1/addressMessage/gLine) 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 83 
A flow is created that should populate some value in the MQ DestinationList based on 
information that has been read from a database. For debugging purposes, a Trace node is 
inserted into the flow and configured to write information into a file on the local 
filesystem. Which of the following trace patterns should be used in the Trace node to 
examine the MQ destination data? 

A. $(MQMD) 
B. $(ExceptionList) 
C. $(Environment) 
D. $LocalEnvironment) 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 84 
WebSphere Message Broker receives data over the WebSphere MQ Real-Time Transport 
and routes it out to a backend system via HTTP. Which of the following features of an 
Enterprise service Bus(ESB) does this scenario demonstrate? 

A. Assured delivery of transactions 
B. Support for multiple operating systems 
C. Support for multiple Connectivity Protocols 
D. Data enrichment and transformation 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 85 
Which of the following commands will display the keyword and version information 
stored in a broker archive file named myflows.bar? 

A. mqsilist -v -b myflows.bar 
B. mqsireportproperties -v -b myflows.bar 
C. mqsishowbar -b myflows.bar 
D. mqsireadbar -b myflows.bar 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 86 
Wildcard elements provide a way to define a flexible message model that may contain a 
part that varies. Which of the following represents a good example where a wildcard 
element might be used? 

A. MQRFH 2 usr Field 
B. MQMD Msgid filed 
C. MQMD correlld field  
D. JMSExpiration field 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 87 
A flow design requires a database lookup to determine the routing. The database table 
used for the lookup is small and static. One way to improve the performance of such a 
flow is to cache the table in memory. Which of the following approaches using ESQL 
will achieve this requirement? 

A. Use the Environment tree to hold the selected database values 
B. Use the LocalEnvironment tree to hold the selected database values 
C. Declare a variable as EXTERNAL ROW to hold the selected database values 
D. Declare a variable as SHARED ROW to hold the selected database values 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 88 
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Answer: B 

It is necessary to create a user-defined extension for WebSphere Message Broker When 

A. An input Message is being received from a Non-IBM JMS provider 
B. The input to the flow is being read from a named pipe 
C. A message transformation needs to call an existing library written in Java 
D. The HTTPS protocol is being used to receive data 
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